The Cabinet
direction to the policy of a ministry. An administration
that is not fortunate enough to possess such a group may
pull through without mishap in tranquil season, but in
an emergency it is hopelessly lost." It is, in fact, a group
such as this which, in most cases, enables opinions to
be weighted rather than counted; and it permits the
taking of vital decisions suddenly with the reasonable
assurance that full Cabinet approval can be obtained
later. It is not improbable, for instance, that the Labour
Government of 1929 was largely held together by the
fact that the Prime Minister met his chief colleagues
weekly to talk over, apart from the Cabinet, the general
direction of affairs.
The working of the Cabinet has been greatly facili-
tated since 1917 by the institution of the Cabinet Sec-
retariat—an innovation for which the credit belongs to
Mr. Lloyd George. Prior to its creation, there were no
Cabinet Minutes, and no organized method either of
being certain of what decisions had been taken or that
they would be carried out if resolved upon. The Cabinet
Secretariat has ended the tradition of secrecy, and infor-
mality. It receives all documents which a minister onay
wish to circulate and sees to it that, subject to the approval
of the Prime Minister and notice to the Chancellor of
the Exchequer, the appropriate agenda is constructed
for each meeting. Its official head is present at all Cabinet
meetings to take a note of the decisions reached; and
these he communicates to the departments affected by
them; the advantages of this system are too obvious to
need discussion. Broadly, it means that, in all normal
circumstances, Cabinet ministers are fully seised before-
hand of the questions they will be asked to decide; in
particular, they will know from the Chancellor of die
Exchequer any financial aspects these may involve. More,

